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C2 General 

Introduction 
 • Background：In the process of ONAP Consumption Model white paper, we lag of feedback from CSPs ,and 

many parts in white paper still need input from volunteer. In order to promote the progress of the white 
paper, we propose to design this survey, which covers questions about ONAP deployment situation and 
other topics that many CSPs care about. We try to help output the results of the survey to EUAG group for 
analysis, which will not only promote the progress of white paper and also optimize the work in ONAP 
community (mainly about ONAP TSC). 

• Participants：EUAG Group 

• Response：11 participants，anonymous 

• Design of survey：15 Ques , cover different parts in ONAP consumption 

 



C2 General 

Q1（Participants：11） 
› Q1. For the four consumption models listed, which one does your company plan  to adopt for ONAP in the near 

future (within one year)?  （Multiple Choice） 
 

•Recommendations： 
The result of this question is in the form of small part of aggregation, in which each consumption model is 
basically used by more than two companies. Therefore, we recommend that the Consumption Model section in 
the white paper should more comprehensively analyze the relevant content of each model, and consider adding 
more examples for each model analysis. Perhaps we can consider specifically describing those models which have 
more responses. 



C2 General 

Q2（ Participants：11） 

› Q2.In the near term (within one year), what level of ONAP adoption does your company plan to 
achieve? 
 

• Recommendations： 
For CSPs who’ve  chosen “not sure or unable to share”, what are their current difficulties? If we 
could know their difficulties, we might be able to suggest ONAP community lower the evaluation 
threshold and help promote community's ecology. 



C2 General 

Q3（ Participants：11 ） 

› Q3. In terms of your consumption model and corresponding plans, which one does your company choose for 
ONAP consumption? 
 

 
• Recommendations： 
What is the difference between HUW and ONAP? Why choose ONAP based HUW instead of ONAP directly? 
We recommend participants listing the application scenarios and the corresponding components, and write 
down relevant experiences in white paper consumption model part. 



C2 General 

Q4（ Participants：11 ） 

› Q4. How does your in-house R&D team work with third-party partners with respect to developing and deploying 
ONAP in your company? 
 

•Recommendations：Most of CSPs responses that they participate in ONAP deployment, testing and 
operation. We recommend introducing their experiences in white paper.  



C2 General 

Q5（ Participants：11 ） 

› Q5. How do you participate in the ONAP community, either by your own employee or the vendor/3rd party who 
is paid by your company?  （Multiple Choice） 
 

• Recommendations： 
  EUAG should serve as a window for CSPs to observe industry trend, as well as communicate with each other 
and provide some effective suggestions for CSPs who have not yet decided to participate in a specific open 
source community. 



C2 General 

› Q6. How does your ONAP open source team, in-house product team and network operation team 
coordinate? 

•Recommendations：  
In white paper, we recommend add contents describe coordination model between ONAP open source team, in-
house product team and network operation team. And there may be some combined cooperation model based on 
specific project requirements in some CSPs. Perhaps in the future, tightly coupled will be a potential direction, but at 
present ,community is still dominated by loosely coupled model. 
For the CSP who expressed a swing attitude between option B and C in comment, we recommend they describe the 
reasons for their hesitation and probably add these info to white paper as a case sharing. 
 We recommend who choose option A-independent model describe their model in white paper as a case sharing. 

Q6（ Participants：11 ） 



C2 General 

› Q7-Q8.Services supported by ONAP in production? OR in lab?（Multiple Choice） 

Fig1. Q7 feedback Fig2. Q8 feedback 

•Recommendations：  
Recommend CSPs who have deployed ONAP in production to write down their successful service experience in white 
paper. 
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Fig3.  Services in production/in lab= service maturity 

Q7 to Q8（ Participants：11 ） 



C2 General 

Q9（ Participants：11 ） 

› Q9. What workloads does/will ONAP manage when it is deployed? 
 

•Recommendations：  
   81.82% responses ONAP manage both new and existing network workloads. What kind of 

workload is new , and what about existing workload? Can we describe them in whitepaper and 
give some examples in it? 

Difference between network element and workload?  



C2 General 

Q10. （ Participants：11 ） 

› Q10. In your current or planned deployment of ONAP, will it be integrated with existing OSS systems? 
 

•Recommendations：  

Most of participants said they choose to integrate ONAP with the existing OSS system in current and 
planned deployment, this result might indicate CSP focus trend about the relationship between 
ONAP and OSS.  



C2 General 

Q11 （ Participants：11 ） 

› Q11. Synchronization/integration pattern between ONAP & OSS’es ? 
 

• Recommendations： Some CSPs commented different integration patterns are determined 
according to different situations or use cases. At the same time, the integration of ONAP with third-
party southbound components (such as EMS, domain controller, etc.) is also the key to be 
considered.  We recommend these contents as supplement in white paper.     



C2 General 

Q12（ Participants：11 ） 

› Q12. ONAP deployment pattern in production? 
 

 

• Recommendations： 

 White Paper：Recommend describing these different deployment patterns in more detail. And consider adding 
examples for each patterns. 

 EUAG and ONAP TSC：Hierarchical pattern is CSPs common requirement,  EUAG group might need to specify 

this requirement, and probably let TSC provide related architecture and implementation solutions. 



C2 General 

Q13（ Participants：11 ） 

› Q13. ONAP deployment pattern in consideration for future deployment? 
 

 

•  Recommendations： 

 White Paper：Recommend describing these different deployment patterns in more detail. And consider adding 

examples for each patterns from two aspects- in production and future plan. 

 EUAG and ONAP TSC：Hierarchical pattern is CSPs common requirement,  EUAG group might need to specify this 

requirement, and probably let TSC provide related architecture and implementation solutions. 

 



C2 General 

Q14 to Q15（ Participants：11 ） 
› Q14. What types of operations for NFV network functions are enabled in your ONAP adoption in 

production?  OR  in consideration for future deployment?（Multiple Choice） 
 

Fig1. Q14 feedback Fig2. Q15 feedback 

•  Recommendations： 

 TBA 



C2 General 

Summary. For white paper-Part1 
› Q1: Recommend that the Consumption Model section in the white paper should more comprehensively analyze the 

relevant content of each model, and consider adding more examples for each model analysis. Perhaps we can 
consider specifically describing those models which have more responses. 

› Q3: Recommend participants to list the application scenarios and the corresponding components, and write down 
relevant experiences in white paper consumption model part. 

› Q4: Recommend CSPs to introduce their experiences about ONAP deployment, testing and operation in white paper. 

› Q6: 

    1. Recommend adding contents describe coordination model between ONAP open source team, in-house product 
team and network operation team in white paper. And there may be some combined cooperation model based on 
specific project requirements in some CSPs.  

    2. For the CSP who expressed a swing attitude between option B and C in comment, recommend they describe the 
reasons for their hesitation and probably add these info to white paper as case sharing. 

    3. Recommend who choose option A-independent model describe their model in white paper as a case sharing. 

› Q7-Q8:Recommend CSPs who have deployed ONAP in production to write down their successful service experience 
in white paper. 

 

 
 



C2 General 

Summary. For white paper-Part2 
› Q9: 81.82% responses ONAP manage both new and existing network workloads. What kind of workload is new , 

and what about existing workload? Recommend describing them in whitepaper and give some examples in it. 

› Q10-Q11: Most of CSPs consider integrating ONAP with OSS, we recommend adding related contents in white 

paper. And about integration pattern, some CSPs commented different integration patterns are determined 

according to different situations or use cases. At the same time, the integration of ONAP with third-party 

southbound components (such as EMS, domain controller, etc.) is also the key to be considered.  We recommend 

these contents as supplement in white paper. 

›  Q12-Q13: 

       1. Recommend describing these different ONAP deployment patterns in more detail. And consider adding 

examples for each patterns from two aspects- in production and future plan. 

   2. Hierarchical pattern is CSPs common requirement,  EUAG group might need to specify this requirement, and 

probably let TSC provide related architecture and implementation solutions. 

  ,etc…. Complements, TBA 
 



C2 General 

Summary. For ONAP TSC 
› Q1-Q2: 

    1. Recommend investigating the difficulties of the CSPs who’ve  chosen “not sure or unable to share, we 

might be able to suggest ONAP community (e.g. ONAP TSC) lower the evaluation threshold and help promote 

community's ecology. 

    2. It can be concluded from the feedback of Q1 that functions of ONAP should be more enhanced and 

interoperability should be improved. 

› Q3: Recommend deeper understanding those ONAP-based orchestrators, such as HUW. What is the difference 

between them and ONAP, why did some CSPs choose to use HUW instead of ONAP in some regions, and what 

problems and difficulties need to be solved in ONAP application.  

› Q9 –Q11: The ONAP architecture needs to be lighter and more standardized, and to further interface with 

traditional OSS, as well as strengthen platform interoperability . 

› Q13: Learn experiences from the CSPs who choose hierarchical pattern as ONAP deployment pattern in future, 

EUAG group might need to specify this requirement, and probably let TSC provide related architecture and 

implementation solutions.  

  ,etc…. Complements, TBA 

 

 



C2 General 

Topics needed discussion 
› Q2: For CSPs who’ve  chosen “not sure or unable to share”, what are their current difficulties? If we 

could know their difficulties, we might be able to suggest ONAP community(e.g. ONAP TSC) lower the 
evaluation threshold and help promote community's ecology. 

›  Q3:What is the difference between HUW and ONAP? Why choose ONAP based HUW instead of ONAP 
directly? 

›  Q5: EUAG should serve as a window for CSPs to observe industry trend, as well as communicate with each 
other and provide some effective suggestions for CSPs who have not yet decided to participate in a specific 
open source community. 

›  Q6:For the CSP who expressed a swing attitude between option B and C in comment, we recommend they 
describe the reasons for their hesitation and probably add these info to white paper as case sharing. 

›  Q9: What kind of workload is new , and what about existing workload? Can we describe them in 
whitepaper and give some examples in it? Difference between network element and workload?  

›  Q12-Q13: Hierarchical pattern is CSPs common requirement,  EUAG group might need to specify this 
requirement, and probably let TSC provide related architecture and implementation solutions. 

› ,etc…. Complements, TBA 
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Thank you 
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